Black Bros. RL– 750

The industry standard Rotary Laminator, ideal for laminating sheet-to-sheet materials. It is adept in many different applications, delivering bonding nip pressure up to 2,000 pounds. Common uses include nip and stack lines using solvent or water based contact adhesive, fast tack (high solids) PVA, and hot melt adhesives such as PUR, EVA, PSA, etc.

FEATURES:

• (2) 7.50” Diameter with chrome or resilient rubber covered rolls.

• Available riser base to match various pass line heights.

• Available widths 26” - 68”

• Compact design takes up less floor space.

• E-Stop cables—stops machine and raises upper roller.

• Air cylinders provide positive uniform downward force 2000 lbs.

• Reliability and repeatability allows you to consistently make quality end products.

• Available with web unwinds for laminating web to ridged substrate.

• Variable speed drive 30 - 90 FPM

• Adjustable gap opening from 0 - 6”

Contact us at:
www.blackbros.com / info@blackbros.com
Phone: (815)539-7451 / Fax: (815)538-2451
501 Ninth Avenue, Mendota, IL 61342
Black Bros. RPP-875

Designed for versatility, durability and performance. Black Bros. Rotary Pneumatic Presses have emerged as the premier laminating equipment across the many varied industries they’re found. Multiple upper and lower unwind stands available.

Regulated hot oil circulation through one or both rolls available. Variable speed drives to match your needs. Single hand wheel gap adjustment with mechanical indicator for easy adjustment and repeatability.

FEATURES:

- Available widths 26” - 110”
- (2) 8.75” Diameter resilient covered rolls.
- Available riser base to match various pass line heights.
- Safety control bar, stops machine and raises top roller.
- Variable speed drive 30 - 200 FPM adjustable gap from 0 - 12”
- Air cylinders provide positive uniform downward force up to 8000 lbs.
- Available with web unwinds for laminating web to ridged substrate.
- Reliability and repeatability allows you to consistently make quality end products.

WIDE Widths Available!
Call us with your requirements...
(815)539-7451